Tremco’s Anti-theft System prevented a police car theft in San Joaquin County, CA.

DON’T LET THEM STEAL IT.

RISK MANAGEMENT STARTS HERE.

Tremco Police Products is the world leader of police vehicle anti-theft systems. For three decades, our patented vehicle anti-theft systems have been included in the specifications for Federal, State, and Local Government vehicles. Our anti-theft system is designed specifically for police vehicles and it works automatically every time the vehicle is put into "park".

✓ AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATES EVERY TIME VEHICLE IS PUT INTO PARK
✓ PROTECTION FROM UNAUTHORIZED USE EVEN WHEN LEFT RUNNING AND UNATTENDED
✓ AFFORDABLE AND EASY TO INSTALL
✓ RISK MANAGEMENT STARTS HERE

888-666-3031 34 SULLIVAN ROAD, BLDG 17 • N. BILLERICA, MA
WWW.TREMCOPOLICEPRODUCTS.COM
The Tremco Police Anti-Theft System automatically prevents police vehicle theft every time the vehicle is put into “park”.

A would-be thief or unauthorized driver will not be able to shift the vehicle into “drive” which will prevent police car theft. When police personnel return to the vehicle, they quickly deactivate the anti-theft system and are on their way in seconds.

**Automatic Anti-Theft Protection Every Time Your Vehicle Is Put Into Park**

Our unique camouflage anti-theft system blends in with the surrounding components for convenient everyday use. For all emergency package vehicles, the system plugs into existing harnesses so there is no need for cutting or splicing wires. This allows for a quick, safe installation which will not void existing vehicle manufacturer warranties.

By designing a system that goes on automatically, it assures 100% usage. There are no keys to lose or codes to forget. Deactivation becomes “second nature” to the officer and very quickly, they don’t even realize they’re using it.

For over thirty years, Tremco Products has protected thousands of police vehicles from theft and the liability of being involved in high speed chases, unnecessary shootings, damage to property and stolen weapons. It is also a safety device protecting the law officer and the public from an assailant using a vehicle to cause injury or death.

**For Your Unmarked Vehicles, Too!**